JUNIPERS

Junipers require full sun and minimal water for best performance.

GROUNDCOVER TYPES

Japanese Garden: good green color and coarse texture on low-growing mat. Good for cascade effect over a wall or water feature.

Blue Rug: Common selection for use on hillsides and other areas where planted in mass.

Blue Pacific: 2-tone blue-green selection with finer needle texture than Japanese Garden or blue rug.

Broadmoor: Low spreading green mounds/blue tips. Mature size: 18” X 6’

SPREADING TYPES

Sargent: 12” – 24” tall X up to 6’ wide. Good green color.

Sea Green: dark green mid-size spreader. Mature size: 4’ X 4’

Gold Coast: Popular mid-size gold/green spreader. Mature size: 3’ X 4’.


Grey Owl: Beautiful graceful, broad vase-shaped with blue-gray color. Mature size: 3’-5’ tall X 6’-10’ wide.

Nick’s Compact: Light blue-green spreader somewhat flat-topped. Mature size: 2’-3’ tall X 6’ wide.
MISCELLANEOUS TYPES


**Mother Lode**: Slow growing, flat form. Soft, feathery, gold foliage. Spreads 2’-3’ feet.